ABSTRACT The bivariate distribution of pairs of random variables (X,Y) is said to be associated with respect to the classes of functions 9; and ifthe product-moment correlation r[4(X), qf(Y)] 20 for all 4 E 9 and i E %. In the case in which both 9; = g = 9;* consist of all increasing functions, then the bivariate distribution of(X,Y) is said to be positive quadrant dependent. To apply the concept to data, I examine the correlations for classes of extremal functions that span by positive combinations the totality of functions 4 E Z and 4i E '9 to investigate whether the pair of random variables (X,Y) are associated with respect to i and g and to assess the relative degree (or strength) ofassociation when comparing two sets of random variables (X,Y) and (Z,W).
ignate i;* to be thefamily of all monotone increasingfunctions.
Definition 1: The random variables X and Y are said to be associated with respect to the classes 9Z and '9 if The standard approach to measuring the degree ofdependence between two random variables X and Y involves the computation of a single statistic for the sample, resulting in some estimated measure of "overall" dependence for the distribution of(X,Y). The Pearson correlation and nonparametric correlation constructions such as Spearman's correlation coefficient, Kendall's ar and many other "monotonicity coefficients" are all of this type. However, the relationship among variables of real data is often stochastically nonlinear and usually cannot be properly summarized by a deterministic functional form having identified residual random components. Further, these statistics may be misleading when the form ofdependence varies over the range of the distribution.
In this report, I present an approach to assessing the level and form of dependence for multivariate observations that provides a fine tuning in evaluating relationships ofpairs ofrandom variables by transforming the data in natural manifold ways and then computing the associated correlations whose totality reflects on the nature of dependence between the array of transformed variables.
1. The concept of strong association with respect to families of functions I define the association array (an array of measures of dependence) for the variables {X,Y} to consist of the ensemble of correlations for an array oftransformed variables {+(X), +(Y)}, where 4 and qi belong to a natural class offunctions 4 E i and qi ',ES (9 and S may be the same) motivated by the problem.
In many of the examples given below (Section 4) the X and Y variables are expected to be concordant and one natural choice for 9; and 'S is the class of all monotone increasing functions. Subfamilies of the collection of all monotone functions may also be relevant in order to discern forms and magnitude of dependence over various regions of the distribution.
Another natural specification of 9i and 'W pertains to comCov[)(X), (Y)] -0 [1] for all functions 4 E 9i and 4i E 'S. The (random) variables X and Y are said to be positively quadrant dependent ifinequality 1 holds for all 4 and i, increasing-i.e., 91W = 'g = 9i* (1).
Standardization of the covariance may be desired to achieve scale invariance and enable meaningful comparisons between different data sets or between different pairs of variables (cf. Section 2) . I therefore prefer to replace Eq. 1 by the equivalent requirement. 
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Comparison of strength and patterns of association arrays for two bivariate distributions
The following definition is proposed for ordering bivariate distributions by the strength of their association.
Definition 2: For two bivariate distributions corresponding to the random variables (X,Y) and (Z,W), we say that the dependence of (X,Y) is stronger than that of (Z,W) with respect to 9; and '9 if association arrays for them. However, any increasing function +(x) can be approximated by positive combinations of indicator functions of the form
[4a]
Specifically, it is a familiar fact from real variable theory that the sequence of functions [3] for all 4 E 91 and 4i E '6. When 4, 4fi E 9;*, then we say that (X,Y) has stronger quadrant dependence than (Z,W).
Notice that the comparisons are made with respect to the same transformations on the variables (X,Y) and (Z,W) for all functions 4) E 9; and di E '.
Theoretical justification for this approach of comparing bivariate distributions when 9; = § = 9;* is available for pairs of bivariate normal distributions with positive covariance and certain random mixtures and functions of bivariate normal distributions. When we wish to assess the validity of inequalities such as 2 or 3 on the basis of samples from bivariate distributions, it is impossible to consider all increasing functions and to display the
where bo = inf4(x) approaches 4 almost everywhere as we refine the partitioning bi < b2 < ... < bm+i and me-oo. Denote ai = bi+1 -bi . 0 and ej = 4-F(bi+1); then, the positive combination 111= aqie, (x) Comparing. the Relative Stiength .of Association of Two Distributions -witheRespect to '; and (. Given data from two bivariate distributions, I suggest that one distribution is more associated than a second distribution with respect to 9; and 6 if all of the elements of the association matrix of the-first data sample exceed the corresponding elements of the association matrix of the second data sample-(cf. Definition 2).
It must be emphasized that the essence of the association arrays as proposed here is not to be viewed as a set of correlations for a collection of 2X2 tables or.as contingency tables.
e-Because eachrentrytinkhe-array is computed based on all the data, they are not local evaluations of the dependence between variables. The matrix (5) functional with respect to Wand hi and subsequent appeal to the fact that a convex cone is spanned by its extreme points. In the case of monotone functions, these extreme points are the indicator functions described in Eq. 4.
Examples from real data
In this section, I present six examples selected from studies of familial association of heart disease risk factors and dermatoglyphics data to illustrate the application of representative association matrices to data. Examples 1-5-involve representative association matrices with respect to 9 = g = i* or subfamilies of S;*, while a very different choice of 9I and Sf is used in example 6 . The first three examples are from spouse pairs and parent-offspring combinations from nuclear families randomly selected from populations (approximately 40 families each) surveyed at three west coast Lipid Research Clinics (12) . The'fourth example involves rolled bilateral fingerprints measured in 125 Brahmin families from southern India (unpublished observations). Examples 5 and 6 examine patterns offamilial similarity in Israeli family sets (13 The association matrix suggests stronger correlations between functions of the mother's values that assign to one category all values below the 50 percentile value but allow all monotone contrasts beyond the 50 percentile and all monotonically increasing functions ofthe father's value. This may reflect familial patterns (e.g., nutritional, behavioral) associated with mother's weight or more persistent maternal influences on spouse's weight in these cases.
Example 3 examines data presented in ref. 14 The approximating indicator functions for 9; and 18 in this case are precisely those ofEq. 4a but b is constrained to the segment c1 < b < c2 (and therefore 9; appears as a subset of the association matrix computed with respect to 9;*). These are the relevant extremal functions appropriate to this 91i and %. In this example, cl appears to lie in between the 20 and 40 percentile values, and c2 appears to lie in between the 60 and 80 percentile values. Other increasing functions of total cholesterol in i* appear to be positively associated with each other. Spouse similarity may reflect common environmental factors shared by the husband and wife or mate selection patterns.
Example 4 illustrates the use offamily weights to investigate the effects of sibship size on the degree of sibling similarity of total finger ridge;count ofthe two hands for children in 129 families. This is done by forming all Ki(Ki -1) possible pairs of siblings (Ki = number ofchildren in family i) for each family and assigning weights 1 (giving all sibpairs equal weight), 1/(Ki -1) (giving each child equal weight), or 1/Kj(K, -1) (giving each family equal weight) to each sibpair in the calculation of the association matrices (15) . Only the upper triangular portion of the association matrix is presented because the matrices are symmetric. 4 . Representative association matrices with respect to all monotone functions P' for total finger ridge count of 129 Indian families Comparing the resultant association matrices reveals that corresponding elements are greater when larger families are more heavily weighted (i.e., sibpair > individual > family), suggesting that there is greater similarity between siblings for total ridge count in larger families [see Karlin et aL (13) Families with Asian-born parents perhaps maintain more disciplined (homogeneous) life-styles and cultural traditions, whereas European/American-born parents may follow more heterogeneous life-styles. There is a stronger mother-child similarity in European/Americans for indicator functions, emphasizing the higher values for both mother and child compared with those for the Asian families, which show a stronger similarity for indicator functions involving lower cut points. The mother-child similarity of European/American families is stronger than that of Asian families for functions that assign to a single category those values below a certain level but include all monotonically increasing functions above this level (the same level for both mother and child).
To underscore the flexibility and utility of the methods of approximation association matrices, I consider in example 6 a class offunctions 9) and (9 other than the class ofmonotonic functions. 
